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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
A  variety  of popular  molecular  dynamics  (MD)  simulation  packages  were  independently  developed  in  the
last  decades  to reach  diverse  scientiﬁc  goals.  However,  such non-coordinated  development  of  software,
force  ﬁelds,  and  analysis  tools  for  molecular  simulations  gave  rise to an  array  of  software  formats  and
arbitrary  conventions  for  routine  preparation  and  analysis  of  simulation  input  and  output  data.  Different
formats  and/or  parameter  deﬁnitions  are  used  at each  stage  of  the  modeling  process  despite  largely
contain  redundant  information  between  alternative  software  tools.  Such  Babel  of  languages  that  cannot
be  easily  and  univocally  translated  one  into  another  poses  one  of  the  major  technical  obstacles  to  the
preparation,  translation,  and comparison  of  molecular  simulation  data  that  users  face  on a  daily  basis.
Here,  we  present  the MDWiZ  platform,  a freely  accessed  online  portal  designed  to  aid  the  fast  and  reliable
preparation  and  conversion  of ﬁle  formats  that  allows  researchers  to  reproduce  or  generate  data  from  MDolecular simulation
D  Wizard
alidation
simulations  using  different  setups,  including  force ﬁelds  and  models  with  different  underlying  potential
forms.  The  general  structure  of MDWiZ  is presented,  the  features  of  version  1.0  are  detailed,  and  an
extensive  validation  based  on  GROMACS  to LAMMPS  conversion  is  presented.  We believe that  MDWiZ
will  be largely  useful  to the  molecular  dynamics  community.  Such  fast  format  and  force  ﬁeld  exchange  for
a  given  system  allows  tailoring  the  chosen  system  to a given  computer  platform  and/or  taking  advantage
ffere
 201of  a  speciﬁc  capabilities  o
©
. Introduction
The use of computer simulations is increasingly relevant in
arious ﬁelds of molecular sciences. As a result, users from dif-
erent backgrounds become interested in performing molecular
imulations despite little formal training. A variety of popular
olecular dynamics (MD) simulation packages such as AMBER [1],
HARMM [2], DESMOND [3], DLPOLY [4–6], GROMACS [7–9], GRO-
OS  [10–12], LAMMPS [13], NAMD [14], NWChem [15], OpenMM
16], TINKER [17] were independently developed in the last decades
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to match diverse scientiﬁc needs. A brief history of the origins
of this software development was presented [18]. These soft-
ware engines allow performing MD simulations with alternative
underlying force ﬁelds and numerous simulations setups, which are
often difﬁcult to be compared within single simulation packages.
For example, this leads to the problem of validating results from
different research groups or correctly reproducing data generated
with force ﬁelds that have alternative mathematical forms of the
energy terms, which requires entirely new software implementa-
tions to be performed [19].
In  various ﬁelds of science, researchers agreed on general format
requirements for sharing and validating data of common interest to
the ﬁeld. For example, structural biologists agreed upon the Protein
Data Bank format as a common text format to store atomic level
information of molecular structures. However, such a common
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.ground has not yet been reached in the ﬁeld of chemical theory and
computation. The independent and non-cooperative development
of software, force ﬁelds, and analysis tools for molecular simula-
tions gave and still gives rise to an array of equally popular software
 license.
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Fig. 1. Philosophy underlying the MDWiZ platform for the automated preparation
and  translation of molecular dynamics simulations. The workﬂow highlights the
user-deﬁned steps (red) and the steps performed by MDWiZ without user interven-
tion (blue). The released MDWiZ  version 1.0 uses a GROMACS input for conversion
between  the GROMACS and LAMMPS software engines. MDWiZ  automatically con-
verts all ﬁles needed to run a simulation with a different engine, which might include
various combinations of topology, parameters, coordinates, and input control infor-
mation. In the future releases MDWiZ will be extended to other software engines andV.H. Rusu et al. / Journal of Molecula
ormats to prepare the simulation input and generate the trajecto-
ies. Consequently, an increasing number of researchers spend an
nreasonable amount of time to convert data that largely contains
edundant type of information among different software tools (e.g.
 dihedral potential term that represent a same energy function,
et is expressed following different dihedral conventions).
This Babel of computational modeling languages cannot be eas-
ly and univocally translated one into another leading to one of
he major technical obstacles to the preparation, translation, com-
arison, and public accessibility of simulation data that users and
evelopers face on a daily basis. Indeed, useful tools to aid the auto-
ated preparation of simulation topologies have been proposed.
et, they either help users of speciﬁc software engines [20–22] or
id solely structural/chemical ﬁle format conversion (e.g. the Babel
amily of tools [23]). The latter approach is extremely valuable for
 number of modeling scenarios, yet it is not sufﬁcient to translate
nput ﬁles between molecular simulation software engines using
lternative deﬁnitions of the underlying parameters and poten-
ials. Therefore, a major problem in the molecular simulation ﬁeld
emains the translation of input ﬁles and formats and a rigorous
ssessment of what a force ﬁeld comparison involves. This study
s our ﬁrst step to contribute with a practical solution to some of
hese issues.
Aiming to overcome this limitation, we present the MDWiZ
latform, an online portal designed to perform fast and reliable
reparation (e.g. input, topology, coordinate ﬁle formats) and
arameter conversion (e.g. actual parameters in those ﬁles) across
olecular dynamics software engines. The translation includes
orce ﬁelds and models with different underlying potential forms
nd any required format conversion (including different number
f input ﬁles) for the desired software. The general structure of
DWiZ  is presented and the features of version 1.0 are detailed.
DWiZ allows a user to transform in one single click a set of input
les for a given combination of software engine and force ﬁeld
nto various alternative combinations, as summarized by the work-
ow in Fig. 1. This release focuses on translating input ﬁles from
ROMACS to LAMMPS using different force ﬁelds followed by an
xtensive validation. MDWiZ  is freely accessible to the public in
he form of an openly accessible web interface, which includes fea-
ures for user support, tutorials, and examples. The source code is
lso available upon request to the authors.
. Materials and methods
The  diverse set of molecular systems simulated for validation
f MDWiZ, ranging from methane to proteins, is summarized
n Fig. 2. Initial coordinates for the methane, ethane, propane
nd butane were generated with GaussView (version 5) [24].
-methylacetamide and alanine dipeptide coordinates were gen-
rated manually. Initial coordinates for the solute atoms of the
rp-cage mini-protein were taken from the structure by Neidigh
t al. [25] (PDB ID: 1L2Y) and the coordinates for the Triclinic Hew
ysozyme from the structure by Walsh et al. (PDB ID: 4LZT) [26].
ach system was independently simulated under vacuum and sol-
ated conditions. Table 1 summarizes the system set up for the
imulations in solution. In all cases, standard preparation, mini-
ization, and simulation procedures were performed using the
ROMACS software (version 4.6.1; compiled in double precision)
7–9]. We  note that MDWiZ  is also compatible with GROMACS 4.5.X
ersions.
A variety of force ﬁelds and simulation setup were compared in
his study, as summarized in Table 2 and Supporting Information,
ables S1 and S2. Validation of MDWiZ  conversions from GROMACS
o LAMMPS was carried out using three different force ﬁelds. The
ROMOS parameter set 53A6 was used [27] with the SPC waterto the automated back-conversion to a GROMACS input set (dashed line) starting
from various simulation setup formats.
model [28] and compatible ion parameters [29]; the AMBER ff99SB
[30] parameter set was  chosen as representative of the force ﬁeld
family with the TIP3P water model [31] and compatible ion parame-
ters [1,29]; transformation using the OPLS all atoms force ﬁeld was
employed [32] with the TIP3P water model [31] and compatible
ion parameters [29]. The initial conﬁgurations were solvated under
rectangular periodic boundary conditions in a (pre-equilibrated)
water box large enough to avoid interactions between mirror
images along the entire MD trajectory. A ﬁrst steepest-descent
energy minimization was performed in order to relax the initial
solvent and ion conﬁguration and to eliminate any residual strain.
MD simulations were initialized from the energy-minimized con-
ﬁgurations with atomic velocities taken from Maxwell–Boltzmann
distributions at 300 K. All simulations were carried out in the N, V,
T ensemble by separately coupling the temperature of solute and
solvent degrees of freedom to a heat bath through a weakly cou-
pled algorithm [33] (relaxation time 0.6 ps). Newton’s equations of
motion were integrated using the leap-frog algorithm [34] with a
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the molecular systems used for benchmark and validation of MDWiZ  version 1.0. (a) Methane, (b) ethane, (c) propane, (d) butane, (e)
N-methylacetamide (NMA), (f) alanine dipeptide, (g) the Trp-cage mini-protein (1L2Y), and (h) the Triclinic Hew Lysozyme (4LZT). Each system was simulated in both vacuum
and  solvated conditions. See Table 1 for a summary of the explicit solvent MD simulations.
Table 1
Summary of the explicit solvent MD simulations used for validation of MDWiZ. The values for the united-atoms GROMOS force ﬁeld are given in parentheses.
System Total numbera of particles Number of water molecules Number of ions Simulated time/ns
Methane 6533 (6529) 2176 0 10
Ethane  6533 (6527) 2175 0 10
Propane  6533 (6525) 2174 0 10
Butane  6536 (6526) 2174 0 10
Alanine  dipeptide 6548 (6537) 2175 (2174) 0 10
N-methylacetamide 6537 (6534) 2175 (2176) 0 10
1L2Y  (Trp-cage) 12415 (21370) 4037 (7057) 1b 10
4LZT  (Lysozyme) 21527 (20869) 6522 (6512) 9b 10
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ta Numbers in brackets refer to the united atom GROMOS force ﬁeld.
b Chloride ion(s).
 fs time step. The water molecules were kept rigid using the SET-
LE algorithm [35] in the GROMACS and using the SHAKE algorithm
36] in LAMMPS. To avoid inconsistent comparison of simulations in
ROMACS and LAMMPS, because different algorithms are currently
mplemented for approximation of the long-range interaction algo-
ithm types in GROMACS and in LAMMPS, no long-range interaction
as taken into account during the runs. Instead, all non-bonded
nteractions were directly calculated within a cut-off of 1.4 nm [37].
n all cases, the non-bonded interaction list was updated at every
tep. MD snapshots were extracted every 1 ps from each trajectory
n full precision and used for analysis.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found,
n the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmgm.
013.12.006.
We  note that to reproduce the results presented in this study,
he double precision trajectories from GROMACS (.trr ﬁles) are
eeded, as using compressed trajectories would lead to numerical
nconsistencies. Conversion from GROMACS to LAMMPS trajecto-
ies was performed using the VMD  software [38]. These double
recision trajectories were used as input for LAMMPS rerun
alculations. As described in Section 3, this procedure was  under-
aken in order to allow a direct validation of the transformation
erformed by MDWiZ, as identical structures are employed to
alculate the energy terms of Table 2 and Supporting Informa-
ion, Tables S1 and S2. Relative accuracy up to 10−9 kJ mol−1 wasused  for all calculations. During the LAMMPS rerun calculations
the force ﬁeld energies were printed every step to compare to
GROMACS ones. VMD  [38], inkscape (inkscape.org), and xmgrace
(http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/) were used to prepare
the graphical representations. The ﬁrst release of MDWiZ  (ver-
sion 1.0) can be freely accessed through a web  interface at:
http://barongroup.medchem.utah.edu/tools, which includes fea-
tures for user support, tutorials, and examples. MDWiZ  source code
is programmed in C language in order to maintain direct transfer-
ability with the GROMACS libraries, and is available upon request
to the authors.
3.  Results
The philosophy underlying MDWiZ  is summarized in the work-
ﬂow of Fig. 1. MDWiZ  performs the automated translation between
several input sets in terms of formats and actual parameters.
MDWiZ automatically detects which of the format conversions and
parameter translations are required based on the ﬁles provided by
the user as a start, and the conversion of choice. In one simple user
step, all input ﬁles for a given simulation set up are converted in
corresponding input for a different software engine and/or force
ﬁeld. Parameters for force ﬁeld terms with identical underlying
potential forms may  be expressed using different measure units or
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Table 2
Summary of MDWiZ  validation for simulations with GROMACS and LAMMPS engines using different force ﬁelds. Relative accuracy up to 10−9 kJ mol−1 was  used for all calculations; digits following 10−2 are not reported as they
are  zeros.
System Software Force ﬁeld Potential energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
Bond energy
ratio (kJ mol−1)
Angle  energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
Dihedral energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
Improper energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
Coulomb energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
van  der Waals energy
ratio  (kJ mol−1)
Methane GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 n/a n/a n/a n/a 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a n/a 1.00 1.00
Ethane GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.00 n/a n/a n/a 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
Propane GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.00 1.00 n/a n/a 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
Butane GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
Alanine  dipeptide GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
NMA GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
1L2Y GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.97
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
4LZT GROMACS/LAMMPSa GROMOS 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.01 0.98
GROMACS/LAMMPS AMBER 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
GROMACS/LAMMPS OPLS/AA 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 n/a 1.00 1.00
a As discussed in the text, a 1–3% difference in the non-bonded energy terms (Coulomb and van der Waals) is due to the different cutoff and switch schemes implemented and used in GROMACS vs. LAMMPS when considering
the  GROMOS force ﬁeld. See also Supporting Information, Tables S1 and S2, reporting the potential energies and potential energy ratios for all studied systems (in solution and vacuum, respectively).
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Fig. 3. MDWiZ performs the automated transformation of different covalent bond-
stretching interaction forms. As example, the expressions of Eqs. (1) and (2) are
compared in the case of the hydroxyl O H bond (left panel) and of the carbonyl
C  O double bond (right panel). Inset panels: energies and distance of interest during
a molecular dynamics simulation, i.e. few kT values and typically less than 0.1 A˚
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Fig. 4. MDWiZ  performs the automated transformation of different dihedral forms.
As example, the Ryckaert–Bellemans (second term of Eq. (4); polymer convention)
and  Fourier dihedral (rightmost term of Eq. (4); IUPAC/IUB convention) forms are
simple molecules.tretching distances at standard conditions. The energy terms of Eqs. (1) and (2) are
irtually identical in the ranges of interest.
ncluding conversion constants. The parameters are converted
llowing the use of different simulation setups, even if different
nderlying potential forms are considered. We  exemplify differ-
nt scenarios in which MDWiZ  will be a useful preparation and
ranslation tool.
As  a ﬁrst example, the terms that represent the covalent bond-
tretching interaction can be expressed as [11,12]
bond =
Nb∑
n=1
1
4
kbn (b
2
n − b20n )
2
(1)
ithin  the GROMOS force ﬁeld typically used with GROMOS and
ROMACS, where Nb is the number of covalent bonds in the topol-
gy, kbn are the force constants and b0n are the ideal bond lengths for
he speciﬁc bond type. However, the force constants kbn have to be
ransformed for the GROMOS force ﬁeld in LAMMPS through cor-
esponding parameters consistent with the underlying harmonic
otential [1,12,32,39], i.e.
harm
bn
= kbn2b20n . (2)
Fig.  3 shows the correspondence between the energy term of Eq.
1) and the corresponding harmonic energy term obtained applying
q. (2) [12].
As  a second example, alternative software engines and force
elds may  express the terms that describe the covalent dihedral
otentials as [11,12].
dihed = k(1 + cos(n − )), (3)
(e.g.  GROMOS) where  is the phase shift due to dihedral peri-
dicity, or using Fourier functions such as the Ryckaert–Bellemans
RB) function [40]
dihed
RB =
5∑
n=0
Cn(cos )
n = 1
2
[F1(1 + cos ) + F2(1 − cos 2)
+ F3(1 + cos 3) + F4(1 − cos 4)] (4)
ith   =  − 180◦, where the dihedrals are deﬁned using the
UPAC/IUB convention, and   is deﬁned according to the polymer
onvention (i.e. trans = 0). RB functions are used e.g. within OPLS in
ROMACS. Fig. 4 shows the correspondence between the RB func-
ion (second term of Eq. (4)) and the corresponding rightmost term
f Eq. (4).compared in the case of the C C C C dihedral for the butane molecule. MDWiZ
used  the system of equations in Eq. (5) to perform this conversion and takes into
account also different dihedral deﬁnitions.
When needed for proper translation, MDWiZ  converts one dihe-
dral term into another by translating the RB Fn parameters in Eq.
(4) as:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
F1 = −2C1 −
3
2
C3
F2 = −C4 − C2
F3 = −
1
2
C3
F4 = −
1
4
C4
, (5)
known  the corresponding Cn parameters of Eq. (4) [12].
However, other force ﬁelds (e.g. OPLS) use a different number of
coefﬁcients Cn depending on the speciﬁc dihedral considered, and
involve additional conversions from polymer-to-protein dihedral
convention (i.e. trans = 0). In this case, Eq. (4) can be recovered using
Eq. (5) as
Vdihed = 1
2
[F1(1 + cos ) + F2(1 − cos 2)
+ F3(1 + cos 3) + F4(1 + cos 4)], (6)
where we  note that the sign preceding the last term changed from
− to + as a consequence of the different conventions employed to
deﬁne the dihedral.
In  addition, different software engines implement these terms
differently to achieve best performance. For example, GROMACS
implements OPLS dihedral terms using the cosine relationship of
Eq. (4) as it is more efﬁcient than a corresponding Fourier coun-
terpart implementation. Other possible complications arise from
different mixing and exclusion rules for the treatment of the non-
bonded interactions. In all cases, MDWiZ  automatically performs all
transformations required to convert input formats and parameters.
For example, the force ﬁeld terms needed to deﬁne and represent
a simple dihedral energy term result into a total of four different
implementations based on the simulation frameworks considered.
It is obvious that preparation and translation of entire simulation
input and set up cannot be performed on a manual basis, as this
results in numerous complex transformations even for small andThe  two  illustrative examples presented show that – despite the
simplicity of the information contained in a force ﬁeld for a given
engine software (the covalent bond terms or the dihedral angle
r Graphics and Modelling 48 (2014) 80–86 85
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Fig. 5. Ratio of GROMACS/LAMMPS potential energy terms for the Triclinic Hew
Lysozyme (PDB ID: 4LZT) computed using different force ﬁelds: (a) GROMOS; (b)
AMBER; and (c) OPLS. Each color represents a different force ﬁeld potential energy
term. Black: bond; red: angle, green: dihedral, magenta: improper, yellow: Coulomb,
and blue: van der Waals. Note that energy ratios are obtained from single-point
energy  calculations by post-processing identical trajectory snapshots. See also Sup-
porting Information, Table S1, reporting the potential energies and potential energy
ratios for all studied systems with full signiﬁcant digits (up to 10−9 kJ mol−1). ForV.H. Rusu et al. / Journal of Molecula
erms) – multiple and complex conversions are required when
ranslating these terms between alternative simulation setup, mak-
ng this conversion generally highly error-prone or impossible to
e achieved within the current software implementations. Inde-
endently of the conversion required, MDWiZ  prepares the input
les in one user-step to ensure a proper translation of alternative
orce ﬁelds and simulation setup.
A few additional points are worth it mentioning: (1) only some
orce ﬁelds distinguish the dihedral terms between proper (actual
ihedral torsions) and improper (dihedrals that are introduced to
x speciﬁc out-of-plane stereochemistry) entries (e.g. GROMOS);
2) different force ﬁelds have a different treatment of the exclu-
ions in the list of bonded interactions. For example, 1–4 bonded
nteractions can be excluded in the list of non-bonded interactions
o be calculated; (3) different force ﬁelds express their parameters
ith different measure units or multiplying pre-factor constants
n the parameter sets. MDWiZ  takes care of all these translation
ssues depending on the software engine and/or force ﬁeld conver-
ion required by the user. We  point out that while the description
erein was kept simple using speciﬁc examples, support documen-
ation and examples are available on the MDWiZ  web interface. At
ny rate, any deﬁciency in MDWiZ  translation and conversion dis-
ussed would result in major energetic differences in the simulated
ystems presented as validation benchmarks.
Validation was carried out for each system under both vac-
um and explicit-solvent conditions. The setup for the explicit
olvent simulations is summarized in Table 1. In this release, we
ave chosen to focus on the conversion between GROMACS to
AMMPS simulation engines using different force ﬁelds (AMBER,
ROMOS, and OPLS/aa). This choice is motivated by the fact that
t includes challenging transformations in terms of the underly-
ng energy forms, as discussed in the previous paragraphs. For
alidation, a variety of energetic properties of the systems were
onitored. They include the total system potential energy, the total
ystem Coulomb energy, the van der Waals energy, and the decom-
osed force ﬁeld energy terms for the bond, angles, and dihedral
nergy terms. The improper dihedral energy terms are also con-
idered for the GROMOS force ﬁeld; the improper dihedral terms
re instead considered within the standard dihedrals in the AMBER
nd OPLS/aa force ﬁelds, as the latter force ﬁelds do not make
 formal distinction between these degrees of freedom. The full
alidation data is reported in Supporting Information, Table S1,
hich includes the actual output with full signiﬁcant digits (up to
0−9 kJ mol−1). It is important to note that the validation presented
as performed on the basis of single-point calculations that run the
AMMPS rerun routine on GROMACS-generated MD snapshots. This
rocedure ensures full independence on the trajectory used for val-
dating the individual energy terms in the force ﬁeld, as calculated
y independent software engines.
For each of these energy terms, the ratio of the average values
etween the simulation setup is considered as indicative of proper
onversion within the scope of MDWiZ. A ratio value of 1 shows
hat the translation performed by MDWiZ  can produce identical
imulations to be performed with the output setup. Fig. 5 shows
n example of the GROMACS/LAMMPS energy ratio time series for
ll force ﬁeld potential energy terms in the case of the Triclinic
ew Lysozyme for simulations with GROMOS, AMBER, and OLPS
orce ﬁelds prepared by MDWiZ. From the validation set of Fig. 2,
he Lysozyme system is the largest and expectedly found to be the
ne where deviations are more pronounced. Similar analyses were
erformed for all systems and Table 2 summarizes the validation of
DWiZ  in terms of the ratio values. In most cases a perfect matchunit ratio) is found. However, a 1–3% difference in the non-bonded
nergy terms is found when comparing GROMACS vs. LAMMPS
etup in the case of the GROMOS force ﬁeld. A careful analysis of
hese results indicates that this difference does not arise from theinterpretation  of the references to color in this text, the reader is referred to the
web version of the article.
MDWiZ  conversion algorithms, but it is instead due to the different
cutoff and switch schemes implemented in GROMACS (described
in Appendix of Ref. [41]) and LAMMPS (the “CHARMM” functional
form implemented in LAMMPS was  used as described in Ref. [42]).
More details are provided as Supporting Information (Table S1)
including the mean values of most relevant energy terms as cal-
culated throughout the explicit solvent molecular dynamics runs.
The same calculations were repeated for the systems in vacuum
(see Supporting Information, Table S2) conﬁrming the robustness
of MDWiZ.
We  note that MDWiZ  is meant to help users, but it is out of
its scope to improve or complement capabilities of the software
engine involved in the desired translation. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that if an algorithm is intrinsically missing
(e.g. different cutoff and switches schemes implemented) this will
lead to somewhat different treatment of the simulation conditions.
When identical algorithms are not implemented in the “input” and
“output” engines involved in the desired conversion minor differ-
ences are expected, such as those observed and described above
for the non-bonded energy terms (1–3% difference for GROMACS
vs. LAMMPS for the GROMOS force ﬁeld). Nevertheless, MDWiZ
will provide the “best possible” ﬁles to perform the simulation
in the software of choice. It is also important noting that force
ﬁelds are compared routinely including some arbitrary contribu-
tion due to the speciﬁcs of the software engine that is chosen for
that comparison. In this context, MDWiZ  can be easily employed to
yield more rigorous comparisons as part of force ﬁeld comparison
studies.
Overall, we  have demonstrated that the MDWiZ  tool (ver-
sion 1.0) enables the automated conversion of GROMACS ﬁles for
simulations with GROMOS, AMBER, and OPLS/AA force ﬁelds for
simulations into LAMMPS with accuracy as high as the internal
accuracy provided by the engines considered. The conversion capa-
bilities are extended to various water models. In the future, new
features will be implemented in MDWiZ  to extend the translation
to other software engines, as summarized in Fig. 1.
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Documentation and details of the progress and release of new
ersions of the MDWiZ  tool can be accessed at: http://barongroup.
edchem.utah.edu/tools.
. Conclusions
We  have presented the ﬁrst release of the MDWiZ  tool, an
nline platform for the fast and reliable conversion of MD simu-
ations input ﬁles. MDWiZ  allows the user to translate different
D engine setup options, including force ﬁelds and models with
ifferent underlying potential forms. MDWiZ  is freely accessible
o the community as a web interface. The platform allows for: (i)
orce ﬁeld comparison across software engines; (ii) to take advan-
age of speciﬁc features of different MD software packages without
ealing with new topology formats and the learning curve asso-
iated with new pre-processing tools; and, (iii) easy matching of
ode efﬁciency to computer architecture for a system that was  ini-
ially generated with a MDWiZ  supported input format. Overall,
DWiZ  will be useful to the broad computational chemistry com-
unity for avoiding waste of time and resources in ﬁle and format
onversion, for enhancing the reproducibility of simulation data,
nd for helping the accurate comparison of alternative simulation
rotocols. However, we believe that a broader solution and a gen-
ral agreement on formats speciﬁcation similarly to what done for
he Protein Data Bank formats would be extremely beneﬁcial on the
onger period for the molecular simulation ﬁeld. We  hope this study
ill contribute to stimulate a general agreement in this direction.
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